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Classic document of social realism contains 37 photographs by famed Victorian photographer John

Thomson, accompanied by individual essays â€”Â by Thomson himself or social activist Adolphe

Smith â€”Â that offer sharply drawn vignettes of lower-class laborers, dustmen, street musicians,

shoe blacks, and other street people. A treasure trove of astonishing historical detail.
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Yes, everything the others said is true, but what they didn't mention in detail are the narratives that

go along with the pictures. Here you've got actual interviews, often times with the subject of the

photo, so you learn their history and opinions, quoted, no less.This, to me, is what fascinates me

about this book. The pictures alone are so transporting, but you can look at a great book of historical

pictures and if the text is boring, dry, dusty, educational - all you've got is what you've learned from

looking at the pictures.And even if the text were well written by a contemporary author, the pictures

would still supercede the text. But not in this case. I took the book out of the library to look at the

pictures and skim the text, but I'm reading every word.In LONDON NOMADES (sic), he interviews a

guy who knows the people in the photograph, and who says, "Bless ye!that's old Mary Pradd, sitting

on the steps of the wan (sic), wot was murdered in the Borough, middle of last month." and both the

guy and the author proceed to tell the story of Mary Pradd, who is - yes - sitting on the steps of the

van, looking rather worse for the wear for her lifestyle.STREET DOCTORS, the examination of the

men who roamed the streets selling medicines out of their suitcases to the local neighborhoods,



gives us a long and riveting narrative by the guy in the picture, a man who has his case open for two

housewives, and looks like he has clubfoot, as one shoe has a sole 4" higher than the other. The

author quotes the street doctor's story in his own words.He speaks of how he was a cabdriver but

had to give it up because of losing his eyesight. "At that time, my wife worked with her needle and

her hands to keep things a going.
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